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CampArtists

A great
team find
A WAY TO INSPIRE
Meet with our
Campers
The initative aims

to create ideal
conditions for composers, lyricists and music
producers to develop freely and calmly
in an appropriate spiritual, intellectual
and technical environment. The CAMP is an
opportunity for artists that take them out
of the usual “everyday life” and embedded
in an inspiring and creative place where the
creative process reaches the highest level.
The mission statement of the organisers
powered by SBSC

Talented lyricists, musicians, composers,
and singer-songwriters with skilled producers
working personally together for three full days.
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ANNABELLE

NIKOL APATINI

MIA DIMŠIĆ

SINGER, RAPPER

SINGER, TOPLINER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

Stick-on tattoos and yellow
colour – that is ANNABELLE.
A singer and rapper originally
from Prague studied music in
London while also performing
at local venues. Her single
“Dadae” has successfully
defended its position in the
Czech music charts, becoming
one of the top 20 most aired
tracks in the Czech Republic.

My career as vocalist and
songwriter began officially in
2019 with Myon. We wrote a
song together called Ghost
Town. I’ve also collaborated
with artists such as Hugel,
Hugo Cantarra and many
more. I also had the chance
to participate as a songwriter
in few projects recently with
artists from Universal Music.

Mia Dimšić was born on
November 7th 1992. in Osijek,
Croatia, and her life’s been
revolving around music from
very early on. „Život nije
siv“ (Life Ain’t Grey), came
out in 2016, and after being
performed at the stage of
the legendary Split festival, it
got significant radio airplay
and national attention and
brought Mia her first award.
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ELTO

FEHÉR HOLLÓ

JOBBÁGY BENCE

SINGER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

My name is Manuel El-Tohamy,
also
known
as
“Elto”.
After ten years being on Tour
with my German Pop/Rock
Band as Guitarist, Singer
and Synth player, I took part
at X-Factor Germany 2018
entering
the
semi-finals.

His name is Fehér Holló
Attila AKA “Fehér Holló”.
Well-known
Hungarian
producer who has worked
with such great performers
as Kállay-Saunders András,
ByeAlex, The Middletonz,
Mentha,
Varga
Viktor,
Bruno x Spacc, The Prove,
The Palace.

He
is
an
indie-folk
acoustic guitarist, singer,
songwriter from Hungary.
Started his solo career under
the name “A Bence kalandjai”
in 2019. His first LP “Tengerek”
was
released
in
2020
November. Besides being a
gigging musician, Bence’s
got a decade of experience
as recording and mixing
engineer and contributed as
a session musician on many
records in different genres.

Moving to Berlin after the
show, I started working on my
first solo album with one of my
favourite German producers.
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JULIUSZ KAMIL

MC KEMON

MVRT

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, RAPPER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

Hi, I’m Juliusz Kamil - friends
call me Kamil. I am a vocalist,
and for the last few years, I’ve
been producing music and
writing toplines and lyrics for
other artists. I’m inspired by
mixing modern pop music
with rock, alternative or 80s
influences. Have a few of
my songs hitting top Airplay
in Poland and overall songs
I created and co-created
generating more than 100
million streams.

MC Kemon is a Grenadian born
who has been living in Hungary
since 1998. He arrived on a
football scholarship playing
for the MTK Budapest football
team. After giving up football
and with his unquestionable
musical talent and persistence,
he has achieved over the
years, national and regional
recognition for his lyrics and
musical contributions. He is
a member of the well known
band called “Irie Maffia”.

My
name
is
Marta
Gałuszewska, I’m a singersongwriter.
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I love experimenting with
music as much as I love
changing my hair color.
I also love meeting new people,
wordplay and whisky. :)
Let’s vibe!
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NINSKI

IAN O’SULLIVAN

JONATHAN (JAI’O)
OWUSU-YIANOMAH

PRODUCER

PRODUCER, SINGER,
SONGWRITER

SONGWRITER, PRODUCER,
SINGER

His name is Grgur Raič AKA
NINSKI.

Originally from a singersongwriter background in
Ireland, Ian has now dug
in deep into the producing
world, building a small
studio in Budapest where he
self-produces his own music
and co-produces for his band.

His career started as backing
a vocalist and has performed
with the likes of Ariana Grande,
Boy George, Ella Henderson,
Labrinth, Jason Mraz & Matt
Redman to name a few, and
had been producing for the
better part of 10 years with
an number of cuts with artists
across Europe and America
as well as music for TV.

He is “travelling around the
globe and making music”.
Besides creating music for
countless artists, the Croatian
producer
and
songwriter
found a new sound during
his time in London with his
songs “Bonnie
x
Clyde”,
“Hard Worker” and “my boo”.

He is driven by an interest
in indie vibes and all
things honest in music.
With his band he has toured
extensively,
including
Europe and South Korea.

JAI’O is keen on vocals
and lives for a good song...
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JOSUA PALMANSHOFER

IVAN PEŠUT

SOMODY

ARTIST, SONGWRITER,
PRODUCER

PRODUCER, MUSICIAN

PRODUCER

Josua is a 31-year-old artist
based
in
Linz,
Austria.
He started out producing for
others and himself a few years
ago. Starting out writing with
just an acoustic guitar and
a piano, he’s been moving
more and more into the
electronic pop/indie space.

Ivan Pešut (1983) is a
professional studio musician,
author, and live performer.
With the guitar as his primary
instrument, he has been
a
professional
musician
since the age of 15. He is
a four-time winner of the
STATUS professional award
and recordings awarded the
prestigious Porin discography
award. In 2021, he was
nominated in 7 categories.

My name is Aron Somody.
I grew up in a small town where
I started to get into music at a
very young age as my mother
is also a musician and singer.
After
studying
classical
and jazz music, I moved to
Budapest to study at Liszt
Academy of Music. I’ve had
the opportunity to focus on my
pop career, so I released my
first single as an artist and I’ve
been writing and producing
many songs .

The latest album he produced
was nominated for 3 Austrian
Amadeus Awards.
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SZAKÁCS GERGŐ

TILDÆ

NATHALIE BLUE

TOPLINER, SINGER,
SONGWRITER

SONGWRITER

SONGWRITER, VOCALIST

Her name is Veres Tilda Panna,
AKA Tildæ has started to sing
and write songs at a young age
and in 2020 she has become
a member of the ASAN
Budapest music collective.

Nathalie Boone, AKA Nathalie
Blue, is a 20-year old vocalist/
songwriter/artist
from
Rotterdam, The Netherlands,
with Polish, Surinamese and
Hindi roots. She’s an Albeda
College of Music graduate.
Despite her young age, she has
already worked with several
well-known Dutch urban artists
like Broederliefde and Latifah
and Oscar Holleman (producer
of Eurovision winning song
‘Arcade’). Favourite genres:
pop, dance and K-pop.

“I’m

a

singer/songwriter.

I always write songs on guitar,
and I learn to play the piano.
I usually write sad melodies
and I love to sing :)”

Her main genres are R’n’B and
soul, but she gets inspiration
from jazz and folk music, too.
She is also a debutant producer
in her own upcoming projects.
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JAN VAVRA

JOHNNY K. PALMER

ZOLTÁN CZUTOR

SINGER, SONGWRITER

MEMBER OF THE SBSC TEAM,
SINGER, SONGWRITER

MEMBER OF THE SBSC TEAM,
SINGER, SONGWRITER,
ARTISJUS BOARD MEMBER

Jan Vavra is a songwriter
and founder of Song Empire
Publishing in Prague, Czech
Republic. He began his
journey as a member of the
band Jananas, and with his
colleague Jana Infeldova they
began with a very comedic and
quirky sound. As songwriters,
later on, penning many
number 1 hit for local artists
in the Czech charts. Jan is
well known as a very versatile
songwriter,
out-of-the-box
thinker with a unique sense
of humour, ready for any
adventurous path ahead of him.

Johnny has been working
in the music industry as a
singer/songwriter
for
the
last 11 years and as an artist
has shared the stage with
names such as Delirious,
T-Bone, Jermaine Jackson,
Kevin Max, and Kirk Franklin.
He was first introduced on
the Austrian Casting Show
STARMANIA in 2006. He
co-wrote two Eurovision entries
for Hungary in 2011 “Wolf Katy
- What about my dreams” and
in 2013 “Bye Alex - One for me”.
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He is a known and renowned
leader for many bands (Nyers,
Belmondo, Czutor, etc.) and
committed personnel of the
Hungarian music industry.
Dedicated on all important
movements helping flourish
and develop the Hungarian
music scene taking part of
organizing events as like the
first Songbook Songwriting
Camp in 2017, 2018 and the
current ASC Camp. He is a
professional guitarist and
singer.
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BORI KOCZKA

ROLAND CSIPAI

PÉTER BENJÁMIN TÓTH

SBSC ORGANIZER, COO OF
ZENESZÖVEG.HU/SONGBOOK

SBSC FOUNDER/ORGANIZER,
MUSIC SERVICES EXPERT, CEO

CHIEF TRANSFORMATION
OFFICER OF ARTISJUS

I am working since 2007
at Zeneszöveg Kft. (SBSC)
The exciting tasks and the
fantastic work environment
immediately made the work
my passion, a vocation that
has not waned since. Over
the past 14 years, I have faced
many professional challenges
in this pioneering work. I lead
many successful projects
from start to finish. I received
a lot of love and recognition,
which always gives me new
strength to continue.

The
founder
of
the
first Songbook Songwriting
Camp (SBSC) in Hungary and
CEO of the Songbook Ltd.
(Zeneszöveg.hu) the lyrics
database for national lyrics.
As an IT professional, he is into
technology and working for the
Hungarian music scene since
2004. As an entrepreneur,
he believes that technology
can support creativity while
bringing royalty to everyone’s
work fairly.

He is a lawyer and PR
communications expert and
the
Chief
Transformation
Officer of Artisjus. In 2010 he
oversaw the development and
implementation of Artisjus’s
communication
strategy.
He regularly holds lectures
for artists and lawyers on
copyright law.
He is the founder of the
DEX Songwriting Expo, the
“Dal+Szerző” magazine and
blog.

Music should
ignite the fire in
the male hearth
and bring tears to
the female eye...
Béla Bartók
Hungarian composer, pianist,
ethnomusicologist

More then
JUST MAKING MUSIC.

ASC // 2021 // #artisjus
New inspiration, new vibes, and new cooperations.
Ar tisjus Songwriting Camp (ASC) brings together 21 creative,
inspiring songwriters and producers from all around the world to
learn from each other. Suppor ted by the SBSC professional team.

More then just making music.

Our partners
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